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About This Game

METATRON CUBE is a sci-fi action adventure first person shooter video game, with a clean and colorful futuristic design.
For PC and Mac.
As an artificial intelligence specialist, you are sent to investigate a mysterious installation controlled by an advanced A.I called
Metatron. Overcome obstacles and combat enemies. Lucky you, a small droid will be there to help.
- FPS (First Person Shooter).
- kill enemies and find keycards to open doors and move to the next level.
- 30 different levels with original futuristic 3d environments.
- Many different enemies: animals, creatures, monsters, aliens, zombies, soldiers, robots.
- Several traps and obstacles.
- 2 futuristic vehicles: motorcycle, F1 car.
- 30 different original ambient atmospheric techno music.
- Many funny and unexpected audio speeches from in-game characters.
- 5 futuristic weapons: pistol, assault riffle, shotgun, grenade launcher, rocket Launcher.
Copyright © NEO.ca All rights reserved.
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I bought this game for its name. The screenshots did a bit to persuade me, too, but the name was the main reason. It felt fresh
and mysterious. It promised a story.
A story it did deliver -- and a surprisingly dark and sad one for a puzzle with a cute art style. Delivered in a minimalistic way,
through brief scraps of dialogue between the levels, it manages to paint not just the main characters and their uneasy
relationship, but also do some sci-fi worldbuilding, and lead the story to a satisfying conclusion. It's surprising how the
developers did so much with so little.. Punched an alien in the face with my fists.
Took the alien's electronic baton.
Hit an alien gunner with the baton.
Took the mysterious piece of alien technology.
Pushed a button.
An alien cow came from nowhere.
Shot the cow with my alien gun.
Repeated that 1,000 times.
Would do that again.
25\/10. I'm thoroughly enjoying this so far, it's like a Street of Rage-esque brawler with zombies and some British humour. The
enemies are varied - some have knives, spikes, whips, some throw their brains at you, and some explode. There are big boss
battles, chase sections, and time sensitive battles. There's also a selection of weapons to pick up - katanas, maces, hammers - and
combo moves that you learn along the way. It's really satisfying once you learn the moves and get in the zone.
A few suggestions:
- Grab + punch seems to be context sensitive, would be cool to have this on a button
- Double-tap to sprint hasn't aged well, it was great back on consoles that had few buttons, but we have better controllers now
and it's difficult to pull off with analogue controls. The museum level end boss suffered most from this
- Is it possible to be able to sprint on both axis? Moving up and down the screen is very slow
- The weapon damage is a bit harsh, you only get a few hits with the katana
- Steam Controller didn't work out of the box, needed a bit of fiddling
Disclaimer: I skipped the tutorial (accidentally). Very short, but very well done. Too creepy for me to finish (I was very near the
end, it turns out) so I watched a vid of someone else finishing it. I would LOVE to see more narrative games done in this sort of
way. Just not as creepy. Something with this foundation, but with some player choice and a bit of branching (even just pseudo inscene branching like Life is Strange or other light adventure games) could be really great.
Bottom line: definitely worth a playthrough. Especially if you're designing for VR.. I honestly can't recommend both Questions
and Answers enough. Long as hell but the journey was well worth it. I want gold edition NOW. something wrong with this
game. Max FPS of 5 control movement jerky, not surprisingly and nothing to explain it.. Game is not so good, so don*t buy
it..better save your money.
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Deserves more players.. Plausible ending to the series albeit short considering the journey to get here.
Was good to here from my old friend Atrus.
Personally I've always felt the whole D'nai mmorpg debacle was a disservice to the real Myst fans so this will have to suffice as
the end of an era.
Somewhat of a shame as it could have been Epic.
Overall the game is playable and enjoyable, only had 1 glitch.. On its face, this game appears to be just another hex-based
wargame set in the second world war.
But, what makes this game possibly the most brilliant in its genre is its political decision system. You are just one part of a chain
of command, going up to either Hitler or Stalin (depending on which side you play), and must deal with your subordinates, make
requests of your superiors, and make decisions that will make or break your ability to wage war...in addition to actually
commanding your armies!
This gives a streamlined but clever look into army organization in the second world war and some of the difficulties it may
create\/exacerbate in the face of a military campaign. I highly recommend it, even if you have played a dozen games covering
the same topic before!. If you are an achievement hunter, don't get this game unless you are really good at RPG style games, that
are turnbased!
I'm not recommending this due to the mere fact it is not mean't to be played by casuals. If you are a die hard, RPG player then
this is the game for you, there's a lot to learn and lots of challenges, if you are just looking for a cool looking RPG to play for
fun look elsewhere.
Pros
~A beautiful art-style, the backgrounds and plat-former foreground are both appealing to the eye.
Cons
~Over complicated combat system for casual play
~Difficulty is, at times over the top
~Too many unlikeable characters
~Story-line is iffy, and then the emotional connection to it is soon after broken.. I now have more experience with rubbing than I
ever had before.. i think the weird furry art is kind of creepy like who would want to be a snail lady that's weird and also snails
probably should not handle food or play farmville or other terrible clicker games which is what this is, it's not good unless you
like clicking things a lot and i don't so 1/10 (the music is nice). Highly skill-based time-attack game. It's a lot of fun. A good
amount of levels and achievements. Might need some polish, but the meat of the game is all there and the gameplay is fantastic.
Check it out.. Brilliant especially with Enemy within DLC
Played this on my dads account since it came out
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